Save the Dates!
Through the generosity of the Community Fund,
Southminster is sponsoring several community
events in the coming months in which residents
are invited to attend. Please mark your calendars
and sign up on CATIE or by calling ext. 8888.
“BUILDING ON THE BEST”
44th GEP Anniversary Luncheon
Wednesday, October 23, 12:00 pm–
1:30 pm
Fairfield Inn & Suites Charlotte Uptown
Celebration of the Greater Enrichment Program
The Purple Luncheon with Maria Shriver
Wednesday, October 30
11:00 am—1:00 pm
Mint Museum Uptown
To benefit Women’s Alzheimer’s Movement
Marc Freedman Leadership Lunch
Wednesday, November 6, 11:30 am
Bank of America Stadium
Marc will discuss his book ‘How to Live
Forever’ and the significance of intergenerational
relationships.
Verse & Vino
Thursday, November 7, 6– 9:30 pm
Charlotte Convention Center
Event benefitting the Charlotte Mecklenburg
Library Foundation, featuring four NY Times
Bestselling Authors, cocktails, and a seated
dinner.

We all yearn to connect deeper with God, our self
and each other. I am excited to start a new series
called ’Build Connections through Mindfulness and
Spiritual Practices’ on Fridays at 10:45 am from
October 4 through December 6 in the Chapel. In this
series based on the book, Handbook for Happiness
by Dr. Amit Sood (from the Mayo Clinic), we will
consider and reflect on such concepts as: meaning,
purpose, gratitude, forgiveness and acceptance. If
you would like to connect with your Southminster
neighbors on a deeper level and explore spiritual
practices to help put these concepts into action, this
may be a good group for you to consider!
Contact me at ext. 6857 to sign up and let me know if
you would like to purchase the book ($10.00),
although it is not required to be a part of the series.
Blessings & peace, Carol Anne

G.E.P. Reading Buddies
kicks off on Thursday, October
10 at 4:00 pm with our
kindergarten and first-grade
friends from Merry Oaks
Elementary.
Please register
on CATIE or by calling ext.
8888 to read with a student.
(No
prior
experience
necessary!)
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TRUDY SUDDRETH
DORIS WRENN
JEAN HYMAN
JOANIE HEIDRICK
GEORGE ELAM
MAC WOOD
ANN UTESCH
VIRGINIA NICHOLAS
JERI JOSEPHSON
TEENY MCCORKLE
JO RANKIN
CAROLYN RUPPENTHAL
GEORGINE BACCICH
SARAH ISAACS
LOTTIE BUDZICHOWSKI
HERB HUGHES
MARY CATHERINE
QUARTAPELLA
FRAN PARKER
FRANK KIKER
JEAN IVEY
MARGERY HART
SALLY VAN ALLEN
ILEASE CORNWELL
DON JOYCE
BOB MINNICK
ELOISE BIBB
POCAHONTAS BIDGOOD
BETTY HADDOCK
BILL MEDEARIS
MYRLINE JOHNSTON
MARY SUE OOTS
TOM WHITE
BETTY TUCKER
HERB HOFMAIER
GRETCHEN ALLEN
ROBERT KNIGHT
ALICE TURNER
FRED ALLEN
SHANNON MITCHELL
JOHN WALGER

Over one hundred residents attended the Semi-Annual
meeting in the Great Room on the afternoon of
September 10th.
The slate of officers for the Residents Council nominated
to serve for the next two years was approved
unanimously by those in attendance.
They are as follows:

Mayor
Treasurer
First Vice Mayor
Secretary
Second Vice Mayor

Sue Schenck
Kimm Jolly
Anne Davant
Janet Haack
Larry Dagenhart

The Residents Council is comprised of 10 Area
Representatives and 5 Standing Committee Chairs. It
meets monthly on the second Tuesday of each month at
which time reports from each are heard and
discussed. Please feel free to discuss any of your
concerns about life at Southminster with your Area
Representative. There will a list of those in next month's
newsletter.

VIRGINIA DAVIS
MERRIL & JUDY GOWDY
ANN THOMAS
JULIA SAYEGH
KAY WEATHERSPOON

APT 2008
APT 158
APT 4004
APT 318
APT 265

We celebrate the lives of Dorothy Cribbins, Irene
Kehoe, and Harrold Vaughn. Please join the
community in keeping their loved ones in your
thoughts and prayers during this time.

Your friends in Embrace Health
Invite You to Join the Fun!
Join friends and neighbors at this fun fall event
on Wednesday, October 16 from 10—11:30 am.
Enjoy activities, music, art, and refreshments
throughout all of the neighborhoods, including the
beautiful patio.

Join us for a drop in social
The Ping Pong Table has been relocated to a
more central location in the Billiard Room on the
2nd Floor East Wing just beyond the Promenade.
Playing ping pong is more than just a game; it
helps stimulate the brain and promotes quick
thinking while improving hand-eye coordination.

Has it been a while since you visited an old friend?
This is a great opportunity to stop up, say hello,
and participate in something together. Don’t know
any of your neighbors that live in Embrace Health?
Come make a new friend and get a glimpse of all
of the fun and enrichment that are a part of daily
life in our Magnolia Place, Ivy Lane and Holly
House neighborhoods.

Ping Pong Social
Thursday, October 24th
2:00pm
2nd Floor Billiard Room

Join the Fitness Team for some
refreshments and friendly play.

This is a drop in event; stop by before or after
exercise, or before Chapel service.

Registration required
Register for all off campus trips via the CATIE calendar or by calling ext. 8888.

NorCCRA State
Annual Meeting

Dinner Trip:
Big Daddy’s

Dinner Trip:
Napa On Providence

Tuesday, October 8th
7:30 am, Front Entrance

Monday, October 14th
4:00 pm, All Entrances

Monday, October 21st
6:00 pm, All Entrances

Meeting is held in
Greensboro.

Oysters, seafood and steaks.

Napa Valley– inspired cuisine
& an all– Californian wine list.

Hot Air Balloon Festival:
2019 Carolina Balloon Fest!
Friday, October 18th
1:30 pm, Front Entrance
Tickets are $10 plus tax and charged to resident
account. This trip involves a high level of activity
with walking and standing on grassy terrain.
Chairs will be provided.

Foliage Day Trip:
Blue Ridge Parkway &
Little Switzerland
Tuesday, October 29th
9:15 am, All Entrances
We will drive along the Blue Ridge Parkway and
stop for lunch in Little Switzerland, a quaint small
village with breathtaking views.

Men’s Shelter
Monday, October 28th
4:45 pm, Front Entrance
Help serve dinner at the
Men’s Shelter.

When Life Enrichment has received your registration for an off campus trip
the following procedures occur. 1. CATIE message with confirmation of
registration. 2. Phone call reminder of the trip up to 48 hours in advance. If
you do not receive any confirmation from Life Enrichment this means you
have not been registered for the trip. It is critical to register for all off-campus
trips via CATIE or by dialing ext.8888.

Written by Barbara Bell &
Mary Irving Campbell
He was eight-years-old when he learned to swim at
a
YMCA
camp
in
Columbia.
He loved it.
Yes, he loved swimming
for sure, but he could not
have known how very
important swimming would
be in his life. Now age 89
Irwin William Stolz, Jr., is
working on his very last
case as a trial attorney. It
is important and still
pending, but he certainly
hasn't given up swimming.
He swims every day and remembers every medal
and honor he earned along the way. There have
been plenty: twenty
individual National
Championships; three World Championships; 25 All
-American Awards; two Relay World Records.
Yes, he swims, and he also competes. Why not?
He is still strong. Swimming has kept him that way.
In fact, swimming has enhanced his life, preserved
his health, and created opportunities he could not
have foreseen. Competitive swimming taught him
discipline. He learned that working hard has
benefits, a mindset which played well in every piece
of his life.
In his childhood the Stolz family moved over time
from Emory University to Columbia and then
Charleston, SC. Both Irwin and his younger brother
Hal continued to swim. A life-saving course from
the Red Cross in Charleston led to Irwin's first real
job as head lifeguard (age 16) at Folly Beach. As
time went by he entered Washington & Lee
University, his father's Alma Mater. He joined the
swim team and began collecting medals in freestyle

competition. After graduating Irwin went on the
University of Georgia and then Emory Law School
where a part- job as a high school swim-coach and
Latin teacher gave him extra income.
All too soon the Korean War interrupted law school.
Drafted into the US Army, Irwin went off to Ft.
Jackson and then applied for OCS, followed by
paratrooper training. But his luck hadn't run out.
He found himself in the water again as swim coach
at Ft. Bragg. When his service finally ended, Irwin
returned to finish his law degree and open his
practice in Georgia.
Irwin of course continued to swim, and he took the
time along the way to make a champion of his
younger brother who has his own medal collection.
Irwin was quite successful as a trial attorney and,
for a short time, served as a judge with the Georgia
Court of Appeals. He also took the time to be
married to Mary Bell, his number-one supporter,
and helped raise her three children.
Of course there's one big moment, never to be
forgotten, in the Stolz family – the 2004 Nationals in
Savannah, GA. Irwin was competing in the long
course (1500 meters) freestyle before a sold-out
crowd which included Mary Bell and all six
grandchildren. Mary Bell surprised Irwin by decking
out the Stolzes in matching blue t-shirts with the
logo "GO GRANDDADDY."
As the race went
forward and Irwin pulled ahead of the competition,
the kids and the entire audience broke into the
chant, "Go Granddaddy" at the odd-number turns
and wildly applauded his new All-American ranking
– first and fastest in his age group.
After 43 years of marriage and retirement to
Southminster, Irwin can now say, "Job well done,"
but he will probably go on swimming as long as he
has breath in his body.

By Eleanor Brawley
Gail Grim has lived here for twelve years, and her cuddly feline friend, Maggie, for
the last three. When Gail was a child they thought she was allergic to cats, all
except the Bengal variety. Gail had several of those in the past, but Maggie is a
rescue cat that came to her right from the street through the rescue department. Ed
Schenck puts a kitty treat for Maggie by his door, and she strolls down to get it and
the then finds her way back to Gail’s lap. She is good company, Gail says. I asked,
if Maggie could talk, what do you think she might say. “Best home I’ve ever had.”

The new Health Center really started taking shape both externally and internally during recent weeks.
The exterior received a roof along with windows and sheathing. As for the interior, sprinklers, broilers,
hydronic pumps, and elevators were all installed. For full updates each week, along with pictures, visit
the “Expansion News” button on your CATIE.

by Barbara Bell
If happiness is a sometime thing, joy is a pure gift.
Moments of joy are just exactly that – mere
moments – that happen and are gone.
The morning after my first child was born, I was so
happy. Of course I had just delivered a beautiful
and healthy little girl…but it was more than that.
Maybe I shouldn’t say it…but my precious newborn
was no longer inside of me kicking and squirming
and hurting. It was the absence of discomfort after
a difficult pregnancy and long, long labor. It was
the wonderful feeling of being alive, of finishing
something – a few minutes in limbo with a job well
done and too stupid to know what was coming
next. I had been denied food and water and my
precious cigarettes for 20 hours and now on this
glorious morning in May the sun was shining and
the pain was gone and the baby was well and I
could eat all I wanted and smoke ten cigarettes in
a row. Everybody loved me. The flowers told me so
and the cards and the calls.
As I ate my second breakfast (the girl in the other
bed didn’t feel like eating) I knew joy. All good
things came together in time and space and all
alone in a hospital bed with not one familiar sight
or sound, I knew joy! I wallowed in it for long
wonderful minutes, aware of everything good and
simple – clean sheets, the absence of pain, good
food, the absence of pain, sunshine and attention.
And the absence of pain. No, I will never forget.
On the morning of the first day after we were
married we took a wrong turn and headed out of
Asheville, toward Kingsport, Tennessee instead of
Gatlinburg but the sun was shining and the little dirt

road was half covered with trees and we had no
responsibilities, no regrets and only unwritten
pages ahead. No one knew where we were and we
couldn’t have cared less. For a few glorious
moments joy fell like rain and it was too good to be
called happiness.
Once upon a time a beautiful curly head lay across
my arm, molded to the contour meant to hold
babies and in the back seat another slept soundly,
sweetly and a gentle man drove a quiet car
through the dark of the night. The love was so loud
I could hear it in my heart and there was no
yesterday and no tomorrow – just that one moment
of peace when all good things converged. JOY.
After a very hard year with too little money and too
much pain, my young husband came home from a
job interview bursting with news of a new place
and a new start and fifty more dollars a month. Is it
possible? Ah, the shriek that came from need so
great, from deep down repressed feelings! The
uninhibited hugging and laughing Joy! A bundle of
instant joy. So young!
Fifty dollars?
Joy comes unexpectedly, sometimes without
precipitation, always without warning. If happiness
is hard to come by and to keep, joy is just a visitor.
Moments of fantastic joy are only few to a lifetime
but they are so sweet and profound they can be
sued in memory again and again.
Think about it. What have been your moments of
joy? Think about it. When was that? When were
you the most absolutely irrepressibly happy? No,
no not regrets. Just remembering. Count them. If
you can truly count a dozen, a half dozen, life has
been pretty good to you.

by Anna Louise Fitzgerald
In today’s world, full of stress and tension, it’s time
now to better understand how to do this deep
breathing so we can begin to send more of this
ife-giving oxygen to parts of our bodies that really
need it!

TECHNIQUE for EFFICIENT DEEP BREATHS:
Study the illustration up top! This will seem foreign
to us women because we were always taught to
hold our stomach in. Nothing ever stays the same,
right?
OK, pretend there is a balloon in your belly. With
your mouth closed, inhale slowly through the back
of your throat and nose, imagine that you’re
blowing up that balloon in your lower stomach.
Pause, hold your breath for 5 seconds! Then, very
slowly, purse you lips and exhale through your
mouth pretending there is a pin hole in your
“balloon!” Repeat, repeat, repeat. Try to make this
a habit whenever you remember to do it! Below are
some important reasons that will motivate you to
breathe deep:
Natural painkiller
When you deep breathe, the body releases
endorphins, which are the feel good hormones and
a natural pain killer created by the body itself.
Improves blood flow
When we take deep breaths, the upward and
downward movement of the diaphragm helps
remove the toxins from the body promoting better
blood flow.
Increases energy level
Due to increased blood flow, we get more oxygen
into our blood. Increased oxygen results in
increased energy levels.
Improves posture
Believe it or not, bad posture is related to incorrect
breathing. If you don’t believe it, try it yourself. Try
to breathe deeply and notice how your body starts
to straighten up during the process. When you fill
your lungs with air, this automatically encourages
you to straighten up your spine.

Reduces inflammation
A lot is said that diseases like cancer only thrive in
bodies that are acidic in nature. Deep breathing is
said to reduce the acidity in your body, thereby
making it alkaline. Stress also increases acidity level in the body. Breathing also reduces stress and
thus the acidity.
It detoxifies the body
Carbon dioxide is a natural toxic waste that comes
out from our body only through breathing. But when
our lungs are compromised by shallow breathing,
the other detoxification system starts working harder to expel this waste. This can make our body
weaker and lead to illness.
Stimulates lymphatic system
As our breathing is what moves the lymph, shallow
breathing can lead to a sluggish lymphatic system
which will not detoxify properly. Deep breathing will
help you get the lymph flowing properly so that your
body can work more efficiently.
Improves digestion
Breathing deep supplies more oxygen to all our
body parts including our digestive system, thus
making it work more efficiently. The increased blood
flow due to deep breathing also encourages
intestinal action which further improves your overall
digestion. In addition, deep breathing results in a
calmer nervous system, which in turn also
enhances optimal digestion.
Breathing relaxes mind and body
When you are angry, tensed or scared, your
muscles are tightened and your breathing becomes
shallow. Your breathing constricts. At this time your
body is not getting the amount of oxygen it requires.
Long deep breathing reverses this process, allowing
your body (and mind) to become calmer.
Higher concentrations of carbon dioxide (in other
words, short breaths of oxygen) lead to an
increased respiratory rate, tachycardia, cardiac
arrhythmias and impaired consciousness. Also,
higher concentrations leads to an increased
respiratory rate, tachycardia, cardiac arrhythmias
and impaired consciousness. (West Midlands
Poisons Unit, City Hospital, Birmingham, UK.)
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/life-style/
health-fitness/fitness/advantages-of-deepbreathing-exercises/articleshow/19213960.cms

Because we have a “no tipping” policy, this is the time to express our gratitude to the many special
people who make Southminster feel like home. Whether it’s the smiling faces in the dining rooms, those
who watch over and help with healthcare needs, the teams who handle maintenance and
housekeeping, these workers -- many students and part-time employees -- make a huge difference every day in our life at Southminster. Please join with us in making a merry and bright holiday for them.
Look for a letter and remittance instructions from the Christmas Fund Committee, chaired this year by
Joanie Heidrick, in your in-house mailbox.
Barbara Bell interviewed a few of these dedicated team members who shared with her why they love
working at Southminster.

Sandra Molina, Dining Services
“I feel blessed to work at
Southminster with these
good people. I have
learned to be more patient
and compassionate.”
Jazmin Camacho, Dining Services
“Southminster will always be
family to me. I did not get to
know my grandparents and I
love interacting with these
amazing people.””
Nellie Herrera, EVS
“I have been
working here
for 20 years.
It is like
home.”

Luis Paz, EVS (Maintenance)
“I love working here. The
residents are great and we
like helping them.”

Ed Burns, EVS (Maintenance)
“The residents of
Southminster are so
nice you can’t help but
want to help them any
way you can.”
Jenni Bivona & Tanya Turner, EVS
“We love the
residents
and they
seem to love
us!”
Support Line Options:

Southminster’s Technology Department has grown
and is excited to now be able to provide more
resident support than in the past. Please follow the
procedure below for requesting support.
*Assistance with personal devices may be referred
to a 3rd party if the issue involves sensitive
information or requires more than 1 hour of time to
resolve.
Technology Support Email:
support@southminster.org
Technology Support Line: Ext. 6123

Option 1: For employees
Option 2: For TV and Telephones
Call is transferred to Environmental Svc
Option 3: Learn how to Use your CATIE.
Call is transferred to Susanne Shaw
Option 4: For anything else
IT Department to assist with:
CATIE technical issues
Voicemail Service
Connecting to the Internet
Assistance with your personal devices*
Reporting lost fobs/access cards
Requesting a 2nd fob/access card
Option 5: Spectrum billing or additional services
Call is transferred to Spectrum (x2225)

by Barbara Powell
He proposed to me at “Noah’s Ark” said Madeline,
full of joy and laughter at the memory. (Noah’s Ark
was an ark-shaped restaurant in Illinois, with
replicas of animals). From then on, it only got better.
It was Thanksgiving time of 1978, and on June 2nd
1979, the P’K’ (Preacher’s Kid) and the
grand-daughter of a Preacher -Leroy and Madelinebecame Rev. and Mrs. Chandler. How did this
delightful duo become Southminster Employees;
Leroy with Environmental Services and Madeline as
Embrace Health Life Enrichment Coordinator?
At Chapel Service on August 27th we heard Leroy
speak of “Three Aspects of Faith”. We also enjoyed
Madeline and Leroy’s beautifully blended voices
singing a song entitled “Goodness and Mercy”. This
was one of over 250 songs, with both the lyrics and
tunes, that Leroy has most recently composed. He
writes and Madeline learns to play what he comes
up with on the piano. Learning to play musical
instruments was a major expectation when they
were both growing up. Leroy played the trumpet and
taught their son. One daughter enjoys the clarinet,
another the flute. After graduating from Gateway
College of Evangelism in 1979, Leroy became a 4th
generation Pentecostal Minister serving as Pastor at
various churches in New Hampshire, Vermont,
North Carolina, and most recently voluntarily serving
as Prayer and Missions Coordinator at Rock Hill,
SC. His well over 40 years of work in the ministry
“has never been about the money, but rather the
caring of and for people”. In addition to his spiritual
duties, working full-time in secular work to help
support the family has been the norm for Leroy. He

came to Southminster in 2013 because a former
company, in which he had Top Seniority, closed its’
doors in Charlotte. Although the work load here has
been, and is, quite challenging, it seems to Leroy to
“prove to be a great exercising fit”.
Madeline has taken care of the elderly for most of
her life. She was
Certified as a CNA
while still in High
School,
and
worked in nursing
homes, hospitals,
home care, and
then after moving
to Charlotte, at the
Blumenthal Cancer
Center at CMC. While employed part time through
a local Home Care, she came to Southminster to
assist a resident. “When she first stepped foot in the
door, she fell in love with Southminster”. Praying for
a job working in Activities, she took the Healthcare
Activity Directors Course at CPCC, earning a
certificate of completion, saw the Ad for a Life
Enrichment Coordinator at Southminster, and was
hired! Working here about twice as long as Leroy,
Madeline “very much loves” being with all the
residents in Assisted Living and Skilled Care, using
her skills wholeheartedly to assure their care is
always her “number one priority, continually looking
for the good she can find in all those she works
with.” Enjoying the creative arts, she is very involved
in leading music and art programs plus organizing
dramas. She never stops, providing opportunities to
live life to the fullest— Mind, Body and Spirit.
Madeline and Leroy - An amazing team, sometimes
even singing as they go.

Zach Church , Life Enrichment Coordinator
Zach is a recent graduate of the University of North Carolina at Charlotte with a graduate degree in
Gerontology. With a passion for health and wellness, specifically with the older adult
population, he obtained a level 2 personal training certification and previously trained a
diverse range of adults in small and large group settings at a local fitness club. He is also a
certified swim instructor through Swim America and teaches private lessons. Zach realized
his passion in the health and wellness arena for all life stages during his adolescent years, as
he actively participated in the care of his grandparents. He feels fortunate to have a twin brother to share
his passions and compete and train with on a daily basis.
Zach believes that being active can incorporate numerous health and wellness elements, including social,
emotional and spiritual wellbeing, and that not only can these things better our lives, but can also
positively impact others around us. He is very excited to be a part of the SOUTHMINSTER team and looks
forward to meeting and working with all!

